
Sherlock and The Tiny Dragon  
 
 
“CLANK!” fell the vase of flowers. The flowers scattered and the 
museum cleaner screamed. 
 
Meanwhile, Sherlock was at his house admiring his trophies that he 
had won for being the world’s best detective.  
“Detective Holmes, come in, come in. There has been a distress call 
from the museum keeper at the museum, it seems like someone is in 
a dangerous and hazardous situation! There has also been an 
explosion two blocks away from the museum at the Cooking Fever 
restaurant,” said Doctor Watson. 
 
Sherlock rushed to his Lamborghini urus and was at the museum in 
no time as he was already prepared to solve another mystery. 
Sherlock got out of his car and went into the museum to interrogate 
the culprits but no one was there. There were only unusual and 
creepy statues including a Tiny Dragon statue. Time went on and 
Sherlock had just found some yellow goo but then he noticed the 
Tiny Dragon statue had started turning green. Soon enough it looked 
like a real Tiny Dragon! 
 
“Extraordinary, surprising, very interesting!” Sherlock scratched his 
chin in curiosity. The Dragon spoke, “ Someone is trying to destroy 
your world, they are opening the yellow portal!” Straight away 
Sherlock looked at the yellow goo. “ A yellow portal, huh?” said  
Sherlock Holmes while dissecting the sludge. 
 
“Get in the car!” Sherlock commanded. Sherlock and the Tiny Dragon 
went to the Cooking Fever restaurant to inspect the explosion. On 
their way to the restaurant they tried figuring out who the person 
trying to open the portal could be. 
 



The car came to a stop and Sherlock and the Tiny Dragon got out as 
well.  
“ You know that if you need my help I have unspecified powers?” 
continued the Tiny Dragon. “I am a Dragon! If I’m Tiny that doesn’t 
mean I can’t do anything.” 
 
They entered the restaurant and found the same mysterious yellow 
goo. “What could this mean?!” Sherlock questioned. 
That’s when a tall figure passed them. “Who is it?” whispered 
Sherlock. It was the museum keeper!  
“It all makes sense now! You were not at the museum because you 
are the perpetrator. The biggest thing of all is that you sent the 
distress call to Watson and not me so I would fall in to your trap!” 
exclaimed Sherlock.  
“Clever fellow aren’t you? Oh, and I see you have gotten help from 
your statue buddy, Tiny Dragon.” stated the museum keeper in a 
deep and grim voice. 
 
The museum keeper struck Sherlock on his solar plexus. 
 “You…!” said Sherlock in hesitation.  Sherlock grabbed his pistol and 
shot the keeper. Nothing happened. The museum keeper faded into 
a shadow and came back to his normal form. Then the Tiny Dragon 
pushed the museum keeper back and he fell to the ground and said 
in pain, “You have to go back, puny Dragon, to the still world and 
then you won’t be able to help anyone!” On saying that the museum 
keeper exploded into smithereens. 
“Are you good Holmes!?” asked the Tiny Dragon.  
“Never been better!” Laughed Sherlock. 
 
They both went back to the museum and Sherlock put the Tiny 
Dragon back on his pillar overlooking the gates of the museum. 
“Farewell my friend, see you on another midnight!”  
The Dragon said his last words and became a statue again. As for 
Holmes, he went back to being a world renowned detective! 


